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Opinion 

The look of utter dismay and frustration on the faces of the 
Alaskan climbers on page 11 of this issue, and the article by 
Doug Buchanan, "Mt. Drum —a Trespass Climb," are signifi-
cant of the protest being made by many mountain climbers 
(especially the Alaskan Mountain Club) over the placing of 
vast areas of Alaska in national monuments and thus under 
the control of the National Park Service. Though we may not 
agree with their method of protest (for instance, "National 
Park Service Go Home"), we think that they have a right to 
express their views and are pleased to offer them that oppor-
tunity in SUMMIT. 

Though the Alaskan Mountain Club lacks the sophisticated 
legal counsel of the Sierra Club and other conservation orga-
nizations, they do have a legitimate complaint. The primary 
purpose of government today seems to be regulation, and 
whether needed or not, the National Park Service is deter-
mined to regulate anyone stepping foot on land within their 
domain. It is an interesting fact that when a private landowner 
places a "No Trespassing" sign on his property, it doesn't 
mean that you cannot walk across that land. It simply means 
that a person cannot "trespass" by taking or damaging some-
thing. On the other hand, if you step foot on land controlled by 
the National Park Service or National Forest Service under 
their permit system, and you do not have a permit, you can be 
fined and/or imprisoned. The patrolling rangers can get over-
zealous in performing their jobs. One afternoon we took a 
walk, without a permit, into the San Gorgonio Wilderness 
Area. A few hundred yards up the trail we encountered a 
ranger who told us in no uncertain terms to get out of that 
area unless we had a permit. Another time, in Yosemite 
National Park, we were refused a permit until we could tell 
them exactly where we would be camping every night. Since 
we like to just wander, with no set schedule, we had made no 
definite plans; needless to say, we gave up on that trip. The 
concept of "Mountaineering: Freedom of the Hills" is rapidly 
disappearing. 

One of the problems is that such vast areas are being placed 
under federal government control. In addition to the areas in 
Alaska being placed in national monuments, large areas of 
California desert land are now under the "protection" of the 
Bureau of Land Management. It is only a matter of time until 
permits will be required to enter these areas. 

While we can see the wisdom of setting aside certain areas 
free from development, until such time as a permit system for 
hiking or climbing on these Federal administered lands can be 
handled intelligently and judiciously, we feel it should be 
abolished. —The Editors 
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A.A.C. Plans Equipment Exhibit at December Meeting 
The American Alpine Club's annual meeting will be 

held in Washington, D.C. on December 5, 6, and 7, 1980. 
Films and lectures on major expeditions of the year will 
be offered on the 5th and 6th, the banquet will take place 
on the 6th, and workshops on expedition planning, moun-
taineering medicine, and other topics will be held on the 
7th. Further details on the program will be announced 
later. 

Also planned is an exhibit of mountaineering equip-
ment. Manufacturers of gear and/or clothing of interest to 
climbers and mountaineers are invited to present new, in-
novative, or "state-of-the-art" products throughout the 
weekend. Manufacturers interested in exhibiting should 
contact (by September 1st) R. Neil Arsenault, c/o Ridge-
runner Outfitters Ltd., 10431 Stevenson Rd., Stevenson, 
Maryland 21153; telephone (301) 486-6088. 

—Vivian Mendenhall 

Himalayan Expeditions 
The Swiss Dhaulagiri I Expedition succeeded in placing 

twelve Swiss, one Austrian, one West German and three 
Sherpas on the summit during May. The Sherpas climbed 
without oxygen, and one of them went to the summit 
twice via the Northeast Ridge. 

Another successful expedition on Dhaulagiri I was the 
Nick Estcourt Award Expedition with an alpine-style 
ascent of the East Face without Sherpas, oxygen or fixed 
camps. All four members of this Polish-British-French-
Italian team made the summit on May 18. 

Deaths on expeditions in the Nepal Himalaya during 
the Pre-Monsoon 1980 period totaled ten. Two French 
climbers, Julien Graux and Philippe Grezat, fell to their 
deaths on the North Face of Baruntse. Three Australians 
were killed in a snow avalanche on Annapurna III. Leader 
Ikuo Tanabe died from exhaustion and exposure after a 
fall on Annapurna II. An avalance on Lhotse killed one 
Sherpa on the Spanish Lhotse Expedition. A Frenchman, 
Nicolas Jaeger, attempted a solo alpine-style ascent of 
Lhotse without camps in April and disappeared on the 
mountain. Two Mexicans also disappeared on Yalungkang, 
apparently after making a successful ascent. 

The Japanese ascent of the North Face of Kanchen-
junga was a major success of the season. Six expedition 
members and three Sherpas reached the summit in May. 
No oxygen was used throughout the climb on this new 
route. 

—Michael Cheney and E. Hawley, Kathmandu  

Britons to Attempt Chinese Peak 
Chris Bonington and Dr. Michael Ward will be co-

leaders on a Sino-British Expedition to 25,325-foot 
Kungur, an unclimbed peak in China's Sinkiang Province. 
This will, perhaps, be the beginning of an era for Western 
climbers to tackle some of the tantalizing unclimbed 
giants of Central Asia. The advance party this summer 
will be China's first expedition from the West since 1938 
and the British team will have to rely on maps drawn in 
1924. 

Dr. Ward is chairman of the Mount Everest Foundation 
and was a member of the successful 1953 Everest Expedi-
tion. 

Everest Ascents 
A Polish Expedition made the first winter ascent of 

Everest when they reached the summit via the South Col 
on February 17, 1980. The team members reaching the 
top were Leszek Cichy and Krzysztof Wielicki. 

Incredible obstacles were overcome by the climbers, in-
cluding the insistance of the Nepalese Government that 
the expedition withdraw from the mountain by February 
15, two weeks early. It was postponed to February 17, the 
day they reached the summit. 

From the very beginning things looked hopelessly 
bleak. Wild winds started to blow from the north. The 
temperature dropped rapidly. Above the high ridges ap-
peared jagged snow banners, glacier streams froze and ice 
was the only source of water. The entire surface of the 
glacier froze over and greenish ice pinnacles towered 
above. The north winds continued, and there were no 
windless days. Wind speeds reached well over 100 mph. 
In the Western Cwm the temperature averaged about 
-25°C and on higher stretched -45°C was recorded. These 
extremely severe conditions almost paralyzed the climb- 
ing activities. —Marek Brniak 

Another Polish Expedition succeeded in placing two of 
its members on the summit of Everest on May 19 via a 
new route on the South Pillar. They were Anfrzej and 
Jerzy Kukuczka. 

A Basque (Spanish) Expedition was also successful via 
the South Col when Martin Zabaleta and Pasang Temba 
Sherpa reached the summit on May 14. However, that 
night they were forced to bivouac in a crevasse on the 
south summit without food, water, sleeping bag, oxygen 
or bivouac gear. Miraculously, they did not suffer frost-
bite. 

On May 3rd, Yasuo Kato of Japan reached the summit 
along the northeast ridge. He was the first non-Chinese to 
reach the summit of Everest from the Chinese side. Kato 
had climbed Everest from the Nepal side in 1973, when he 
suffered serious frostbite and had all his toes and three 
fingers of his right hand amputated. 

Two other members of this Japanese expedition, Takshi 
Ozaki and Tsuneo Shigehiro reached the summit on May 
10 via the previously unscaled North Wall of Everest. 

to page 34, please 
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lajor eruption of 
'bunt St. Helens May 18, 1980. 
UMMIT photo by Tom Pan gborn. 

THE RETURN OF THE HAG 

By Pete Reagan 

The graceful and feminine name Mt. St. Helens 
has carried since 1792 seemed fitting for such a 
smooth and peaceful cone. It is, however, decep-
tive, since Captain Vancouver named the moun-
tain after Alleyne Fitzherbert, Baron of Saint 
Helens, a secular male British ambassador. By 
some of the natives the peak was called Loowit, 
The Keeper of the Fire. There are several versions 
of folklore concerning Loowit and her neighbors, 
Wyeast (Mt. Hood) and Klickitat (Mt. Adams). 
Common to all legends is the theme that Loowit 
was an old hag who so faithfully kept the fire for 
the people of the lower Columbia that the Great 
Spirit thought she should be rewarded and so 
allowed her to become young and beautiful. 

Four hundred fifty years ago many hundreds of 
feet were added to Loowit's summit area, and she 
could support glaciers. At the same time, mud-
flows and glowing avalanches dammed the Toutle 
River, creating from the ashes a lake of rare 
beauty. The Indians knew about its violent birth 
and felt it was inhabited by evil spirits. We called 
it Spirit Lake. 

On May 18, 1980, we beheld the return of the 
Hag. 

Many people were in the devastated area during 
the blast and very few survived. Most bodies were 
found outside the red zone*  in the Mt. Margaret 

* Permit area. 

backcountry in areas open to day use and seeming 
relatively safe, even to government authorities. Of 
course, people dying within the red zone will not, 
in general, be found because of the amount of new 
ash. There were apparently people camped at the 
timberline parking lot at the time and that entire 
area has vanished. People were also camped on the 
South Toutle River at the mountain's foot, an area 
subjected to repeated massive mudflows. I have 
wondered how many of those people were climbers, 
and I wonder what it must have felt like. Most of 
the people in the devastated area probably felt 
they were safe, and the ones at timberline must 
have known the risks. The event so far surpassed 
expectations that it's hard to fault any of those 
who died. 

What is left? Loowit has lost essentially all of 
her glaciated area. The Forsyth, Wishbone, and 
Loowit Glaciers have been exploded in toto, while 
the entire collecting basins for the Nelson and 
Shoestring Glaciers are gone. The south side re-
mains skiable once the area is reopened. The inner 
walls of the crater could made formidable climbs, 
but the material is crumbly and the altitude quite 
low for reliable freezing. The Mt. Margaret area is 
a museum piece of volcanic violence, and Spirit 
Lake is a barren sea of floating logs. El 

ount St. Helens 
Dm directly above Spirit Lake as MORE PHOTOS PAGES 32 & 33 SUMMIT / June-July, 1980 
looked on June 28, 1980. 
oto by Mark Green field. 
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L iving and Dying in Eldorado 

Text and Photos by Richard Rossiter 

Exposure! The 
Jnprotected traverse, sixth pitch of the 
rellow Spur. Some routes, such as the Yellow Spur 
re so enjoyable, they can be done over and over 
,gain without becoming tedious. 

The water gurgles and falls under the ice all 
along the canyon. Here and there pools of black 
swirling water have melted out and are devouring 
the snow as it falls. A huge sheet of ice covers 
Black Walk and the Bastille Crack is stuffed white 
with snow. High overhead the Naked Edge disap-
pears into the gloom. Two cross-country skiers 
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Living and Dying in Eldorado 

slide silently by as I walk up the road. The con-
trast is so striking. Just yesterday the rock was 
warm, the sky was blue, and the sun warmed my 
feet as I sat shoeless at a belay ledge on the West 
Ridge. We had crossed the frozen creek and stum-
bled up the hillside through two feet of snow, but 
the rock was warm and dry. It is like this all 
winter—a three-day snow storm followed by a cold 
inversion with temperatures dropping sometimes 
below zero, and then the sun comes back out for a 
week or so. Always, there are climbers. 

It has been five years since I left the snowy 
Cascades and made my way to the Front Range of 
Colorado—we have some good climbs in the 
Northwest, but you can't tell someone from 
around here about them. Ten years in the Cas-
cades and two in southeastern Idaho with The 
Tetons, The Silent City of Rocks, and The Saw-
tooths had not prepared me for the intense climb-
ing microcosm of Boulder and Eldorado Springs. 
There may be no other place like this on earth. 

I had fancied myself as a respectable climber, a 
sort of all-around alpinist. I could lead 5.8 on rock 
and had done a fair number of well-known alpine 
climbs up to grade IV. Yet this place humbled me. 
Beginners were doing 5.8 climbs here and 5.10 
seemed par for the average Boulder-Eldorado 
climber. I had never even seen a 5.10 climb before 
I moved here. A number of my new acquaintances 
had done nearly every hard climb in the area. But 
when Charlie Fowler third-classed the Diamond, I 
began to wonder if perhaps I should move out of 
here quickly on the chance that I might preserve 
some myth of accomplishment. There was no 
chance. I might have gone back to Idaho and been 
among the best climbers, but once having seen 
how it is, the R.W., there is no point in pretending 
otherwise. It was like being a small-town genre 
painter and then one day going to the Museum of 
Modern Art in New York. 

I couldn't leave; I was already hooked. 
Boulder and Eldorado Springs, only eight miles 

apart, are not vacation communities vis-a-vis Jack-
son, Wyoming or Estes Park, Colorado. They are  

not on the way to becoming anything else (though 
Boulder is well on the way to becoming a suburban 
disaster area). You won't find tourist shops or 
sweltering traffic jams of Pace Arrows and Winne-
bagos. People simply live here. Eldorado, in fact, 
has no visible facilities beyond the swimming pooi 
and the post office. You may notice Dale's Garage 
or The Alpine School; and then there is the park, 
Eldorado Canyon State Park. 

Boulder's hearl-breaking sprawl of tract hous-
ing, shopping malls, and here-today-hopefully-
gone-tomorrow soft industries is nothing unique. 
What distinguishes this area in the world of climb-
ing is geography and population. Both communi-
ties are immediately adjacent to hundreds and 
hundreds of fine rock climbs, a literal connois-
seur's gallery. Rocky Mountain National Park 
with the Diamond of Longs Peak, the Petit 
Grepon, and a host of classic routes is only a 35-
minute drive from North Boulder. As a conse-
quence, a dedicated and fierce subculture has 
evolved; hundreds—no one really knows how 
many - of committed life-style climbers live here, 
and there are hundreds, perhaps thousands, more 
who approach the sport with less intensity. Could 
this be the only place in the world where climbing 
is more popular than television? At least in Eldo-
rado, it is probably true. 

A succession of intense practitioners from 
Layton Kor to Jim Erickson has left us with a 
phenomenal legacy of routes, and the cliffs are now 
adorned with bolts, pitons, and chalk smudges. 
There is a feeling that the great days of climbing—
at least historically —are past. There is also the 
feeling of an eddy in time, that the place has not 
changed much in a long while. According to one 
writer, a major event, and a bad one, was when 
they cut down Ivy Baldwin's high wire between 
the Bastille and the Wind Tower.*  But the biggest 
event that might have happened, and didn't, was 
when Bill Fowler attempted to sell the canyon. He 
was not only selling the famous swimming pool 
and adjacent open space, he owned and was seffing 
the great and beloved cliffs just above the town as 
well. A sandstone quarry company was the highest 

*Ivy Baldwin was a famous wire walker. During the days when Eldorado 
Springs was a popular summer resort, Ivy was the big attraction, crossing 
the canyon 300 feet above South Boulder Creek. The ends of the great steel 
cable are still in place near either summit. 

Climbers on Swanson Aret 
To the right is Tower One; ti 
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bidder. It is difficult to imagine now, but the West 
Buttress, the Yellow Spur, Super Slab, the Naked 
Edge and all the rest would have become the 
facades and patios of greater Denver and Boulder. 
This issue was widely publicized and was the oc-
casion of my initial interest in Eldorado. Eventual-
ly, the Colorado Division of Parks and Outdoor 
Recreation came to the rescue. They did not buy 
the swimming pooi or the open space, but they did 
buy the canyon—and the great routes.** 

Recently, a student group from the University 
of Colorado conducted a survey in Eldorado 
Springs hoping to discover what the local hermits 
felt about their town and possible developments. 
The results were interesting and heartening. They 
found that never less than two-thirds, and often 
more than ninety percent, of the residents turned 
thumbs down to any new developments, anything 
that would change the character of the town or 
make it more attractive to developers and profi-
teers. We said no to street lights, no to paving the 
road, no to 7-11; we said we could live without a 
Chevron station or the Golden Arches. The senti-
ment was overwhelming; we like Eldorado the way 
it is. We came here to get out of the mainstream, 
and we don't mind the lack of ëonvenience. Eldo-
rado is a tiny, old-fashioned town, a rare flower of 
shacks and Volkswagons hidden beneath the great 
canyon, a striking contrast to the other modern 
cities and towns along the Front Range. If you 
have been here, you will remember how it was only 
a ten-minute drive from Boulder, yet you may as 
well have arrived in another world. 

Living in Eldorado Springs is a fine thing if you 
can appreciate the little town, the blue sky, the 
snow storms when you can't get your car out, the 
towering canyon walls, the road that usually looks 
like Craters of the Moon National Monument. But 
if you are a rock climber, you might believe that 
you are in heaven. You might just walk out your 
front door and have a topographically induced re-
ligious experience. You might have woken up on a 
bright sunny morning and been too well to go to 
work. You might have had waffles with your friend 
and grabbed your rope and walked up the canyon. 
It is a strange and wonderful thing to be so close 

am hoping that the harsh critics of America's park systems, e.g., the 
Alaska Alpine Club, will come to recognize that many or most of our great 
park areas would have already fallen to the entrepreneurism and big 
industry if protection by public agencies had not intervened. 

to the "big city" and yet so far away. Six hundred 
feet from your front door lie some of the best 
climbs in Colorado. 

In five minutes you are at the base of the 
Bastille. Two climbers speaking German are on the 
second pitch of the Bastille Crack. People with 
binoculars and long-lensed cameras are walking 
about with their eyes fixed on the cliffs. Along the 
base of the Bastille, right off the road, four or five 
climbers are bouldering; they all traverse together 
and from a distance give an odd appearance, like 
synchronized swimming. Across the river, way up 
on the Wind Tower, a climber has fallen off the big 
roof of Tagger and is dangling in space. The sky is 
remarkably blue, the air is crystal clear and still 
cool. It is a splendid, outrageous Eldorado day. 
Familiar faces are everywhere. In the parking lot 
the license plates show great diversity: New York, 
Iowa, Minnesota, Texas, California, British Co-
lumbia—and Colorado. South Boulder Creek is a 
raging emerald torrent drowning out belay calls 
and conversation. Spring has finally come to the 
canyon. 

In five more minutes you have crossed the old 
wooden foot bridge, passed the Whale's Tail, the 
cave, the garbage can, hundreds of chalked hand-
holds, and now you are gazing up at the sunlit 
south face of Red Garden Wall. You may have a 
tingling sensation and your pulse rate may have 
increased. You will see Black Walk, C'est La Vie, 
Genesis, and high above these, the Diving Board 
and the Naked Edge. As the adrenalin takes hold, 
you may be torn between a primal scream and 
going back to where you came from, or you may 
burst out laughing at the magnificence of the 
whole thing. This is what the Cascades and the 
Tetons had not prepared me for. This is where Lib-
erty Ridge, Mowich Face, and the Black Ice Cou-
loir had fallen short - the appalling verticality, the 
sheer intensity, the unrelenting attraction and re-
pulsion of the face of Eldorado. You could go to 
Yosemite or Patagonia and see that same face. 
You could stand beneath the Diamond in a terrible 
electric storm, and that face would be there. (In 
the end, that face is everywhere we go and in 
everything we see. It is just that at first, we did 
not really notice it.) 

After several seasons, Eldorado may take on a 
familiar and intimate aspect that would be difficult 
to come by on a first visit. For example, routes 
that originally sent chills up the spine just think- 
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ing about them, have since become repeated 
favorites and solos—which is a curious aspect of 
living and climbing here. Some routes are so enjoy-
able and of such high quality that they can be 
done over and over again without becoming tedi-
ous. The Bulge, C'est La Vie, Touch and Go, 
Ruper, and the Yellow Spur are just a few of these. 
The ultimate effect is something similar to playing 
classical music. The first time through a piece -on 
sight, as it is called in both disciplines -there may 
be rough spots and outright mistakes, one may 
have to stop and start over, or, if the piece is easy 
enough, one may proceed without interruption. 
With repeated recitals - or ascents - the difficul-
ties are worked out and the piece can be performed 
with the utmost style and elan. One becomes a 
master and connoisseur of the composition, or 
route. Recently, my eyebrows were raised a little 
as I watched a climber clad only in britches (bare-
foot) solo the first pitch of T2. 

Another effect of this familiarity is a sense of in-
terest and pride. Most people who climb here often 
seem to develop a kind of love affair with the can-
yon and take it very personally. Routes are ap-
proached with infinite patience and respect. For 
example, there are many climbers here who would 
like to do the Naked Edge (IV, 5.11); they are 
working toward that goal. But it would be very 
unusual to see one of them bashing their way up 
that route with pitons and etriers, just to have 
completed it. There is also a kind of show-and-tell 
phenomenon that happens here frequently. Local 
climbers seem to take much pleasure in showing 
Eldorado to visitors or friends from other places. I 
recall being introduced with great enthusiasm by a 
young climber I met one afternoon on the Third 
Flatiron. On the other hand, someone wishing to 
place a bolt or remove a fixed pin (for a souvenir?) 
may find it necessary to be clandestine to avoid 
retribution from other climbers. 

An indefatigable spirit is evident here. I think 
this is partially due to the generally mild winters 
and the easy accessibility of good climbing, but 
also it is due to the commitment and love of sport 
of the local climbing community. Weekdays, week-
ends, it doesn't seem to matter; they are always 
here, sometimes just a few, sometimes hundreds. 
One cannot help wondering if these inveterates 
have jobs—any kind of traditional employment at 
all. I now know that many do not. There is a great 
sense of appreciation. When a place like this is so  

available, it is only natural that it would become 
completely integrated into the lifestyles of many 
people. It is a pleasure to walk up the canyon on a 
fine spring day (especially) and see climbers enj oy-
ing themselves on the cliffs; it is even better to 
find yourself in that lucky situation, high above 
South Boulder Creek with the warm rock and sky 
close at hand. 

If you come to Eldorado this summer, you will 
find that it is very hot, that there are very many 
climbers, that it will cost $2.00 to park your car 
inside the park, that it will cost $2.00 to park your 
car outside the park (the Fowler estate), that if 
you walk, ride a bicycle, hitch-hike or sky dive, it 
will cost nothing to get into the park.: If you want 
to stay overnight, Bill Fowler may give you a cozy 
spot to put up your tent—for a fee—but there is 
no other camping. We have a sort of Camp 4 
phenomenon just outside the park entrance with 
climbing clubs, a host of international alpinists, 
tents, tarps, and stoves-a-blazing. If you seek in-
formation on routes, ratings, where to go up, how 
to get down, you can look up the state park's only 
climbing ranger who is always pleased to answer 
questions or tell you about his favorite climbs. As 
for climbing regulations, there are none. If you de-
sire the services of a guide or learned instruction in 
the art of free climbing, Kevin Donald and the In-
ternational Alpine School will be found in a small 
building on the left before you get to the park. If 
you come here at all, hopefully you will find some 
high adventure and perhaps some favorite routes 
of your own. 

As for me, I'll be here in the canyon. My apprec-
iation continues to grow, and moving is an un-
pleasant thought. There is something about these 
sunlit mornings, the funky town, the famous cliffs, 
that is habit forming—a habit that I have no par-
ticular interest in kicking. Admittedly, I am 
pleased to be living outside the mainstream of sub-
urban America. But climbing is the big attraction. 
For me, it is taking on a new significance and, sur-
prisingly, I am not so ambitious as I used to be. It 
is that sense of appreciation—joining in the dance 
on the walls of Eldorado, a feeling that something 
essential is happening. Maybe it is a singleness of 
mind, or maybe it is something simple and pure in 
a seeming world of confusion and disorder. Maybe 
it is just that on these cliffs we have finally estab-
lished a graceful relationship between ourselves 
and the world. El 
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A Trespass limb 

By Doug Buchanan 

I used to climb for reasons inherent with the climbing 
itself: isolated, personal, an expression of freedom, unpub-
lished and pure fun. Ahh, that era is gone in Alaska. Now 
the major climbs are strictly by government permission 
and restriction, or in defiance of the government. 

Two years ago, Earl Redman, Carl Tobin, Dave Dausel 
and I walked up Mt. Drum and stood on the summit on 
December 31. We flew in and landed on a glacier never 
before landed on—damn near crashed, and no one has 
since dared to land on that glacier. We traversed the 
mountain, ascending a route of occasional interest and de-
scending the easier north side. Gale winds at 0°F. took 
one tent right through an ice block wall after flattening 
the windward wall. Rime ice built on every surface. To 
this day I think that unaided human flight was possible in 
the winds blazing vertically up the south face. They 
exceeded human free fall terminal velocity. We carried up 
a Christmas tree and put on the summit, and had a grand 
adventure. 

I carried a rifle over the top to shoot the abundant 
ptarmigan for food on the long ski out, but the ptarmigan 
were better than I, and I carried the rifle for no use. We 
saw fox and moose and tracks of many other animals. The 
Copper River didn't freeze over that year so we couldn't 
get back to the highway. We marked out a runway on the 
overflow ice, and the pilot picked us up. The photography 
and details of that climb would hold a high spot in moun-
tain climbing if it weren't so common in Alaska. Such 
adventures were as available as tomorrow and the inspir-
ation to challenge tomorrow. In Alaska, all you have to do, 
to do it, is to do it, and it will be a grand adventure be-
cause the severe natural limits will stop most for very 
real reasons. Now, times have changed; you must first 
consider the government paperwork and restrictions—to 
prevent the mountain climbers from destroying Alaska. 

Mt. Drum was climbed again in January of this year by 
Steve Clautice, Scott McEwen and I. This time it was 
climbed in open defiance of the United States Government 
and its National Park Service. This was a "Great Alaska 
Monument Trespass" climb. 

Doug Buchanan and Scot McEwen 
approaching high camp on Mt. Drum, Alaska 
in January, 1980. Photo by Steve Clautice. 

Mt. Drum stands as the northwest cornerstone for the 
new Wrangell-St. Elias National Monument—over 18,000 
square miles of magnificent wild lands and remote moun-
tains which President Carter set aside to be developed as 
a popularized and regimented zoo by the National Park 
Service. The Park Service has advanced several schemes 
for new roads into the wilderness, improved roads, visitor 
centers, RV campgrounds, concessions, restrictions, con-
trols, regulations and related idiot drills. All this with the 
abundance of tax dollars that private industry was never 
able to approach, even in the now past times of abundant 
cheap energy. The land has always been free and avail-
able to all visitors. It was wild land. Visitors were limited 
and made honest only by the awesome environment. Now 
the Park Service proposes to destroy the natural aura of 
this realm to accommodate the Park Service's most pro-
lific customer—the motor visitor—crowds of dependent 
destroyers of the wilderness who demand more developed 
services out in the wilderness. And nothing other than a 
"National Park" can attract such destructive crowds. The 
land has always been mined, hunted, and trapped—ele-
ments of "Alaskan" wild lands. This land was under 
modern scientific management to perpetuate its Alaskan 
wilderness habitat and to prevent its destruction by de-
velopers. Now, it will be developed as a plastic National 
Park Service zoo. 

Mt. Drum is a 12,010-foot volcano that does not hold the 
mild appearance of a volcano. It is an impressive moun-
tain. It stands beside the higher Mt. Sanford, whose clas-
sic volcano shape allows a ski ascent up its north slope to 
its 16,237-foot summit. Both mountains have awesome 
faces and ridges on the south side. This particular ascent 
of Drum followed a mild route up the north side. The 
object was to display a climber's counter to the Park 
Service's demand for paperwork. 

We carried to the summit a sign that stated: 
"Go Home National Park Service" 
The two-foot by two-foot aluminum sign, with a corn-

merically baked-on brown background and white reflec-
tive lettering is identical to the many official National 
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Steve Clautice on a January ascent of Mt. Drum stops to 
adjust his cram pons. The sign in forefront was left on the 
summit of Mt. Drum. 

Park Service signs that the National Park Service will 
now post in the Alaskan wilderness. 

We also posted at the summit a thick aluminum plaque, 
deeply engraved with the statement: 

In memory of the freedom of the mountains destroyed 
in Alaska by President of the United States Jimmy Carter 
and his Secretary of the Interior Cecil Andrus 

In open defiance of the United States National Park 
Service this plaque is placed here in 1980 by members of 
the Alaskan Alpine Club. 

We will continue to post such signs and plaques on 
National Monument mountain summits, and they shall re-
main there until we receive Congressional guarantees of 
our basic rights to walk into the mountains without facing 
mandatory National Park Service paperwork hassles. 
These signs and plaques are available for visiting climbers 
if they wish to participate in the historically unique Great 
Alaska Monument Trespass. 

It was a good climb in all, with the fascinating variety 
of experience available in the undeveloped, unregulated 
Alaskan mountains. Just getting to Glennallen from Fair-
banks was an adventure that required getting the road 
crew out of the Paxon highway camp to open the road 
during a snowstorm. We arrived at Ellis Air Taxi Service 
too late in the day to fly in before it started getting dark 
at 3:00 P.M.. So we sat around and exchanged some of the 
most outrageous tales to be told of mountains and air-
planes—all true. 

The next day found us standing on the overflow ice of 
an unnamed creek in the Wrangel-St. Elias National 

A plaque placed on the summit of Mt. Drum by members 
of the Alaskan Alpine Club as a protest against what they 
see as unnecessary and restrictive regulations for climbers 
imposed by the National Park Service. 

Monument, with the plane flying away from this undesi-
nated airstrip, the likes of which the National Park 
Service has flatly stated it will arbitrarily restrict. A 
short ski to the next corner brought us to a trapper's 
cabin. Our 100+ pound packs (all too typical for winter) 
and that warm cabin convinced us that an early start the 
next morning was the best approach. 

The approach around the mountain to our intended 
route took us past some grand views. There was the usual 
array of wildlife and tracks, including a place where a Dall 
sheep mixed it up with some wolves, much to the wolves' 
epicurean delight. Some picturesque castle dome spires on 
a minor ridge were an apt prelude to the magnificent 
views of Sanford's southwest face and Drum's east face. 

In a few days' time I found myself on front points, flatly 
exhausted, setting up a belay to cross a crevasse that 
could swallow a train. It was 250  below 0 with a stiff wind. 
The bridge was hard, windblown, and substantial. It led 
to a much needed campsite just across and up behind a 
serac. Scott's first step on the bridge elicited a resounding 
crack and there was a two-inch void between my knees 
and my ice axe. Were the mountain not so forgiving of our 
"Trespass" we would still be crawling out of that one. We 
found a new route with some renewed energy. A hasty 
cave in a steep slope was a welcome respite for the night. 

The scene was remarkably repeated the next day when 
a couple thousand feet higher, in total exhaustion, I had 
crossed a bridge and stood at a campsite, unwilling to 
move another inch. Only my intense disdain for foolish 
and counterproductive Park Service regulations checked 
my thoughts on my share of that 15 pounds of political 
rabble-rousing I was carrying. Winter packs are insane 
without such luxuries as signs and plaques. Scott was 
resting in the middle of the bridge, in abject exhaustion, 
rightfully oblivious to danger. It was -350  and our 
moustaches had long since frozen to our beards, prevent-
ing eating or drinking. There was a thunderous roar, a 
pause, then a geyser of snow came belching up out of the 
crevasse, a remnant wisp of the tons of snow and ice that 
suddenly collapsed just a few feet to the side of Scott. We 
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found the energy for two more rope lengths of travel. 

We were somewhere near the summit. The next day 
brought -460and 60 mph winds. We dug a cave, but the 
Stephenson tent stood well, as it had often done in such 
weather. Events of the day were not uncommon. I was 
frantically warming my near frozen toes over a stove 
when I burnt the bottom off of a virgin pair of expensive 
socks before I felt the flame. Substantial chunks of ice 
rattled, rumbled, and crashed over the cave roof. In defer-
ence to the blowing ice I took down the tent. With the 
tent made of oil and high tech aluminum alloy, it's worth 
more than I am. The glacier occasionally groaned and 
cracked in its persistent and noticeable movement down-
ward. 

We were only at 11,500 feet, but the effects of the dry 
cold, winter pack loads, and low elevation approach were 
well pronounced. Each of us exhibited physical reaction 
characteristic of much higher elevations. It was a serious 
effort to comfortably read my fantasy book—something 
about kings and magicians in the mountain lands of an-
cient times. The lack of the sun was a real psychological 
consideration. The sun was low in the southern winter sky 
and since our route was on the north side, we hadn't seen 
the sun since we left Glennallen. We would be able to see 
it only from the summit. 

Here we were, freezing again, but this time for foolish-
ness instead of fun. Oh, the Park Service threatened us 
with the standard line of hollow intimindation: "However, 
in the interest of further clarity you may be assured any-
one apprehended in the act of posting the type of sign you 
describe in any National Park Service administered area 
will be subject to the measures deemed appropriate under 
Titles 16 and 18 of the United States Code and Title 36 of 
the Code of Federal Regulations." (quote: Douglas G. 
Warnock, Acting Director, N.P.S. Alaska) 

Our answer: The posting of these signs easily falls with-
in the criteria established under Title 36 CFR, Part 2.21 
as a "public expression of views." This act constitutes the 
right of a basic freedom of expression and peaceful oppo-
sition to the government. The National Park Service feels 
the citizens should not have this right. 

Mr. Warnock goes on to say: "Any such sign found in 
any National Park Service administered area will be im-
mediately disposed of in accordance with applicable regu-
lations and laws." - Heh heh heh heh heh! 

Oh, and if there is any Sierra Club reader still thinking 
the issue is to "save the Alaskan wilderness": quote: 
United States General Accounting Office report, CED-79-
116, How Should Alaska's Federal Recreational Lands Be 
Developed (new N.P.S. Monuments, Scenic Rivers, etc.): 
page ii: "Respondents to GAO's survey clearly favor Fed-
eral land managing agencies developing lightly used 
areas. Agency officials agree with this approach." (my 
emphasis.) The full text of this shocking report and its 
current Washington, D.C. policy use would reveal just  

how naive and unknowledgeable the Sierra Club and its 
so-called Alaska Coalition is. Yet, it is only one of the 
countless examples daily exhibited in Alaska that reveal 
how the Sierra Club position is destroying the Alaskan 
wilderness with uneconomical (tax financed) N.P.S. de-
velopment of the wilderness. This proposed development 
is very extensive. It is starting to be budgeted. And, it is 
completely out of harmony with "Alaska." 

As for Mt. Drum, an accurate description would be too 
long, but know that a winter mountain viewpoint of a 
spectacular auroral display covering the entire sky holds 
no equivalent. Know also that it's a hasty view at -450  and 
60 mph winds. 

The next afternoon brought a lull of sorts, and the 
world would have come to its knees laughing had it seen 
us scrambling to put this sign together: 3 posts, 6 bolts, 
12 nuts, 6 hangers, 9 cables, and 4 anchors. After several 
tries and some frostbitten fingers that sign was ready, 
and we left for the summit. 

We arrived after the sun had set—our one chance to see 
the sun, and we blew it. Few views match the one from 
the summit of Drum. And as it all, including Denali and 
Foraker, 200 miles away, faded in the clear sky darkness 
of 3:30 P.M., we scrambled to anchor that sign, and then 
froze our fingers snapping pictures of it until the camera 
froze and the film broke. 

We found our cave in the dark, and none too soon. The 
mountain seemed forgiving, in deference to our opposition 
to the Park Service, but it was not generous. It remained 
as cold, and the night rattled more chunks of ice over our 
roof. 

Our escape the next day began in a moment of brief 
respite. Punching three crevasses slowed us little as we 
fled before a serious storm that came over the summit 
and engulfed the mountain. We pushed all the way down 
to a moraine to clear the storm that held the mountain for 
more than a week. 

With ice accumulating in everything, packs never lose 
weight in the winter. We each broke our hip belts before 
we reached that isolated cabin lost in the trees in the mid-
dle of the wilderness. And there was some revelry before 
the day that plane slid to a precarious stop on bare, wind-
blown overflow ice. Three of us and all of our gear in a 
Cesna 185 flying with the magic of Lynn Ellis' skill among 
the trees and clouds, across a trackless expanse, came 
suddenly to a river, road, and runway. Now where is the 
Park Service to apprehend us? 

Mountain climbers, if you have ever known or imagined 
the freedom of the realm—do something, write someone 
and register your disgust with the Park Service regula-
tions. Alaskan mountains should remain free, and we need 
to oppose the bureaucracy that knows nothing beyond 
budgets and political policies from Washington, D.C. You 
can join the Alaskan climbers' effort and add note to your 
climb in this era of mountain revolt. 11 
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Assault on the "White Mountain" 
By Thomas M. Jenkins 

This fall, eight women will try for a double: the 
first women on the summit and the first climbers 
to ascend the Pear Route on the "mountain of 
storms." 

The Sherpas know it as the mountain with the 
worst weather in Nepal; the Swiss named it the 
"mountain of storms," with its winds a "steady 
presence of power and noise," believed to reach a 
velocity, at times, of 200 mph. 

To climb this mountain, Andrew Howard said, 
"requires familiarity with the cumulative experi-
ence of 100 years of mountaineering lessons," 
which for its south face may not be enough; in the 
spring of 1977, Reinhold Messner led a small 
expedition with Peter Habeler, Michael Covington 
and Otto Wiedeman in an attempt on this "uncan-
nily steep" 4000-meter wall but had to turn back. 
It remains, this south face, the highest unclimbed 
mountain wall in the world. 

This mountain is Dhaulagiri I. 
The sixth highest mountain on earth, at 26,810 

feet the highest in its range (four of the five 
Dhaulagiris are above 25,000 feet in elevation), 
Dhaulagiri floats above the subtropical jungle of 
Nepal like a snow-embossed colossus of legend. It 
was first reconnoitered by the French in 1950 but 
was not climbed until 1960 via the northeast ridge 
by an international expedition led by Max Eiselin. 
Seven known expeditions had tried and failed to 
make it before that date. It was climbed again in 
1970 by the Japanese, and later by Americans and 
Italians. With only about ten known successful as-
cents in its history, Dhaulagiri continues to be an 
ominous challenge. 

One of its still unclimbed routes, attempted and 
failed six times because of severe weather condi-
tions, is the Pear Route on the north face (named 
for a pear-shaped feature near the top of the face); 
this fall, eight American women will try to climb  

Dhaulagiri by this route. They will be led by Vera 
Komarkova who was one of the two women who 
stood on the summit of Annapurna I as a member 
of the American Women's Himalayan Expedition 
in 1978. 

Dr. Komarkova, age 37, a high altitude plant 
ecologist with the Alpine and Arctic Research In-
stitute of the University of Colorado at Boulder, 
has both the experience and temperament to 
handle the hazards and get women to the summit 
for the first time. At this point, she is more wor-
ried about the money needed and the attendant 
logistics of getting the climbers to Nepal than the 
risks of the chosen route that will take them up-
ward five miles into the clouds. 

Vera Komarkova has a quiet, humble kind of 
self-assurance. With her quick laughter and re-
laxed manner, she converses easily and is comfort-
able with people. These traits, plus her nineteen 
years of mountaineering experience in the Carpath-
ians, Alps, Yosemite, Rocky Mountains, Mexico 
and Alaska's Mt. McKinley and Mt. Dickey, 
should contribute positively to her leadership of 
the expedition. 

The seven women who will accompany her were 
chosen from twenty applicants (including one per-
sistent male) based on the criteria of climbing ex-
perience, high altitude experience and compatibil-
ity. They have an impressive fifty-eight years of 
collective experience in mountaineering. Each will 
have an integral function in the coordinated pro-
cess necessary for the expedition's success: Diana 
Dailey (newest member) is a high school math 
teacher from Seattle with twelve years' climbing 
experience in the western United States, Alaska 
and Canada; Sue Giller (food supplies) is a skiing 
and climbing instructor from Yosemite with seven 
years' climbing experience in Colorado, Yosemite, 
Alaska and Peru; Shari Kearney (shipping, com-
munications, photography) is an Outward Bound 
instructor from Portland, Oregon with seven years' 
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Vera Komarkova climbing 

on Annapurna I. Photo by Irene Beardsley. 
Inset Photo of Vera Komarkova by 
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Dhaula girl I. Vera Komarkova 
will lead an all-women's expedition 
to climb this mountain this fall. 
Dhaula girl I, in Nepal, is located at 
the northwestern end of the 
Himalayan Range and is 
unprotected from the fierce storms 
which sweep down from Tibet. 
Photo by Alex Bertulis 

climbing experience in the Cascades, Canada, the 
Tetons, Wind River Range, Yosemite, Peru and 
Alaska; Heidi Ludi (medical needs) is a physician 
from Flawil, Switzerland with sixteen years' climb-
ing experience in the Alps, Africa, Pamirs, Nepal, 
Huandoy Sur, Peru and Mt. McKinley; Lin 
Murphy (shipping and transportation) is an In-
ternal Revenue Service lawyer from Washington, 
D.C. with six years' experience in the Rocky 
Mountains, Yosemite, Mt. McKinley, Peru; Cyndy 
Simer (equipment) is a National Outdoor Leader-
ship School instructor from Lander, Wyoming 
with four years' experience in the Rocky Moun-
tains, Tetons, Yosemite and Mt. McKinley; and 
Lucy Smith (equipment) is also a National Out-
door Leadership School Instructor from Lander 
with six years' experience in the Rocky Moun-
tains, Tetons, Yosemite and Mt. McKinley. 

All of these women know something of the for-
midable odds against them when they climb into 
the extreme isolation of the "death zone" (above 
7500 meters) into what Messner has said "no radio 
and no signal can summon a rescue helicopter." 
Understandably, Komarkova thinks the weather, 
including the amount of snow on the north face, 
could be the final deciding element contributing 
toward the success or failure of their ascent. An 
American party that attempted Dhaulagiri I in 
1969 met tragedy with the death of seven climbers 
from an ice avalanche. "Endurance may be the 
most important factor," Dr. Komarkova said; 
therefore, acclimating themselves will be critical. 
But she added, "If we persist and are careful, we 
can do it." 

The experience of the ascent of Annapurna I, 
marked with the deaths of Alison Chadwick- 
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Onyzkiewicz of Great Britain and Vera Watson of 
California who fell down a steep ice-snow slope, 
may only begin to help Komarkova on Dhaulagiri. 
Although it is only three hundred feet higher than 
Annapurna, Dhaulagiri represents a greater chal-
lenge. Dr. Komarkova said "Dhaulagiri is techni-
cally more difficult and considerably more difficult 
in other ways because we will spend more time at a 
higher altitude." She explained there is a four 
hundred-foot wide rock band at an elevation of 
about 24,000 feet, while Annapurna's most diffi-
cult spot is at 19,000 feet. "By the time we get 
there, we'll have been climbing hard and could be 
exhausted." On the rock band she expects they 
will have to set fixed ropes. Then on the steep por-
tion above, there will probably be more of the inev-
ilable: snow. She said, "Our main worry will be 
storms. There's no place to hide that high up. 
We'll just have to hang in there and wait it out." 

Both Annapurna and Dhaulagiri are located in 
Nepal, but Dhaulagiri at the northwestern end of 
the Himalayan range is unprotected (with no large 
mountains to shelter it) from the fierce storms 
which sweep down from Tibet. For both, the jump-
ing off point is Kathmandu from which the 
Komarkova expedition will ride one hundred miles 
by bus to Pokhara, then hike/climb eighty miles to 
the base camp near the bottom of Dhaulagiri. This 
trek will cross two 17,000-foot passes, which with 
heavy snow could provide many delays. 

Komarkova said the expedition will establish six 
camps at strategic levels on the mountain. Their 
last camp will be at 26,000 feet. The summit will 
then be only one mile away, but "it will take a 
whole day to climb." She said they will bring oxy-
gen but are not planning to use it if they can help 
it. "It is very dangerous if you get used to oxygen 
and then suddenly run out of it on a difficult ter-
rain." She is aware of the threats of oxygen depri-
vation causing dizziness, weakness and retardation 
of coordination, reasoning and mobility. "The 
higher Himalayan peaks are not all as technically 
demanding as some of the lower climbs, but ad-
justment to the atmospheric conditions will be a 
critical factor in our progress." 

Although reaching the summit is only hopeful 
speculation, Komarkova said they would try to 
place everyone on the top, but realistically, "we 
might end up with two." In any event, "reaching  

that altitude in that remoteness, whether or not 
you reach the summit, puts you in touch with 
yourself, with the essence of things. The summit is 
like Nirvana." She referred to the mental control, 
the personal push of the spirit. "Your mind deter-
mines if you make it; most of the time, it's if you 
want to enough." 

There are also financial obstacles. The money is 
lacking, almost $60,000 short of the needed 
$80,000 for a list of expenses: peak fee, food, 
equipment, radio, oxygen, medical supplies, ship-
ping costs, transportation, customs, porters, liai-
son officer, insurance, and treking agency fee. 
Some businesses have donated equipment, but the 
majority of the funding will come from private re-
sources. Expedition T-shirts are selling for $10.00 
each, imprinted with "It's better on top." (Those 
who donate at least $10.00 will receive a post card 
from base camp.) Komarkova is optimistic about 
raising the necessary money in time. 

Vera Komarkova knows about physical condi-
tioning and the need for it at high altitudes. She 
says she is in better shape now than she was in 
preparation for the Annapurna climb. To prepare, 
she runs up Flagstaff Mountain in Boulder with a 
twenty-pound pack, and she also spends time 
bouldering to maintain her agility on rock faces. 
"Cardiovascular fitness is often more important 
than climbing technique," she said. Although ex-
pedition members are scattered thoughout the 
country, there have been organizational meetings, 
and each person is conducting her own intense 
training program to build stamina for the climb. 
Part of the commitment of a major ascent is know-
ing how to prepare for it; climbing an 8000-meter 
mountain begins years before you take that first 
step from base camp. 

Vera Komarkova will be there because she 
wants to be. "I like to climb, to overcome obsta-
cles." At the same time she is preparing for Dhaul-
agiri, she is helping to organize two other expedi-
tions on which she will be a member: to climb 
Ama Dablam in 1982 with the American Women's 
Expedition and to climb Everest in 1983 with the 
Yosemite Alpine Club Expedition. "If you're a 
climber, you need the challenge. I chose Dhaulagiri 
because it's exactly that. And who knows how 
much longer we'll be able to do this, with costs 
and politics today." For now, the "mountain of 
storms" is her goal. It is one worthy of her. 
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Throughout the western mountains, 
a climber's timberline camp is apt to be 

visited by a friendly, curious, though 
raucous, bird of medium size. The black and 

white bird contrasts sharply with the thinning 
and stunted trees at timberline, and its 

long grating Kr-a-a-a unmistakably identify it as 
the Clarke Nutcracker. 

Clarke Nutcrackers are generally seen 
in small groups which keep up a constant 
interchange of harsh cries, some like the 

snarling of a cat, some high and squealing, 
but usually including the characteristic 

kra-a-a, varying in pitch and loudness. The 
birds are restless, moving from one tree to 

another, often lighting in the tops of 
the branches, making no effort at concealment. 

Truly a climber's welcome companion as 
he approaches the higher mountain peaks 

and crests. Photo by Jerry Clayton 
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BELAYING-THE OCCUPATIONAL HAZARDS 
Text and Drawings by Ed Leeper 

Mechanical belaying devices shorten the stopping dis-
tance in a severe fall. Unfortunately, as I explained in a 
previous article (Dec.-Jan. Summit), they only reduce the 
stopping distance a few feet in a fall with protection; and 
the cost is a large increase in belay forces with a resulting 
threat to the protection. 

However, there are other reasons than the quest for 
shorter stopping distances why climbers have switched 
away from body belaying: mainly the possibility of pain or 
injury to the belayer, and the concern that he may not be 
able to stop a severe fall at all. 

When Paul Boving fell to his death in 1977 because two 
chocks pulled in a long fall, the primary reason a Sticht 
Plate belay was being used wasn't to shorten stopping 
distances. In fact, in earlier attempts on the same margin-
ally protectable pitch, Paul had begun 40 feet lower, pre-
cisely to give himself extra rope stretch so there would be 
lower forces on the shaky protection—and longer stopping 
distances—in the falls he expected to take. 

Instead, Paul and his belayer had other reasons for pre-
ferring a mechanical belay: Both had held practice falls at 
the University of Washington stadium that made them 
realize how uncomfortable it could be to stop a long fall. 
Each of them had taken at least one fall with a body belay 
in which the belayer was burned. In addition, Paul had 
once given a top belay in which he'd been unable to stop 

If a leader falls after placing protection, friction over the top carabiner is 
considerable and helps the belayer to apply enough retarding force on the 
leader to stop the fall quickly. 
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the rope from running and so gave his second an unin-
tended ride to the ground. Reasons enough for anyone. 

We can't ignore the problems in body belaying. 

Dropping the Leader 
If a belayer is unable to stop a leader fall, the potential 

injuries are serious—which justifies the attention that has 
been paid to that possibility. 

However, considering all the body belaying we have 
done over the years, there is a strange absence of such 
injuries. I know of none that I have been able to verify. 
And the American Alpine Club, in its statistical analysis 
of causes of climbing accidents since 1951, doesn't even 
have a category for "failure of belay." (1) 

It's baffling. There are a number of cases like Paul's ex-
perience, where a belayer has been unable to stop the fall 
of a second. I once did it myself. But somehow, it seems, 
belayers do hold leader falls. 

Actually, this is not as mysterious as it appears to be. It 
has to do with the force multiplication produced by fric-
tion over protection carabiners. 

When there is no such force multiplication, the braking 
force that can be applied directly with a body belay is 
small (around 200 to 300 lbs.). So it's not surprising if, in a 
friction-free case where the rope runs straight from the 
belayer's hands to his second, he occasionally finds he 

½ 

However, if there is no friction over carabiners—as in the fall of a second or 
where the leader falls before placing protection—then the retarding force is 
just whatever braking force the belayer can apply directly on the rope. With 
a body belay, that is not much more than the falling climber's body weight; 
so in a leader fall, the stop is a long one—and painful for the belayer. Even 
the fall of a second can be unexpectedly painful and difficult to stop. 



(A) 

Fortunately, rock friction often takes the place of carabiner friction, though 
a lot depends on how smooth and rounded the rock is where the rope runs 
over it. 

can't even hold the second's body weight. An unlucky 
combination of a heavy second and/or a casually prepared 
belay stance can too easily wipe out such a small margin. 
And the same can happen in a practice fall at a belay 
tower where a low-friction pulley is used. 

Fortunately, leaders who fall any distance usually have 
some rope friction in a fall, because they have placed pro-
tection above their belayers. Or at least in this country 
we usually have. We do it to shorten falls, to give us a 
backup so we aren't totally dependent on the belayer's 
anchor, and to assure a predictable direction of pull. 

But it's equally important that such protection provides 
the assistance from friction necessary to be sure that a 
body belay can stop a fall in a reasonable distance. Fric-
tion over the top carabiner alone will nearly double what-
ever braking force is applied, and allows the belayer to 
exert a satisfactory retarding force on the leader of 
around 400 to 500 lbs. Similarly, belaying a second can be 
made absolutely secure if the belayer will arrange some 
friction in the system. 

When the fall of a second is not stopped, injuries have 
usually been minor or nonexistent—except to the belay-
er's ego, of course—because the braking force the belayer 
exerts is at least comparable to the second's body weight, 
and keeps the second from gaining much speed. (If the re-
tarding force just balances the force of gravity, the falling 
climber neither accelerates nor decelerates, but continues 
at a constant speed.) 

But merely not gaining speed won't help a falling lead-
er, since he has already gathered speed before the belay 
begins. 

Nevertheless, the point remains: Injuries from belayers 
totally dropping leader falls just don't seem to happen to 
us, in spite of the many falls taken with a body belay. 
Theoretically, there would seem to be a worry, but, pract-
ically speaking, we usually do place protection. Or else,  

when we don't, we borrow a page from the European 
climber's book and just don't fall. Or perhaps the rock is 
not vertical when we do take an unprotected fall. Or 
whatever. It appears that there are simply enough back-
ups in the way we climb to avoid total failures of the be-
lay. If one thing can't save us, something else does. 

Rope Burns 

Pain and rope burns in body belaying are a different 
matter, however. They do happen. And we want to avoid 
them—for two reasons: (1) for their own sake, to minimize 
discomfort or injury to the belayer, and (2) because they 
could prevent him from giving a good belay or doing what 
is necessary after the fall. 

But the first of those reasons should concern us more 
than the second. While belayer injuries can be painful and 
slow-healing, they generally aren't of a type that keeps a 
belayer from belaying or doing whatever self-rescue is 
necessary afterward. A serious fall is so impressive that a 
belayer simply does what he needs to do to minimize the 
obvious danger to his partner—and worries about his own 
hands and back later. 

Of course we want to minimize belayer injuries for their 
own sake. But, fortunately, the most effective step one 
can take is to provide for the same sort of rope friction in 
a fall that will keep stopping distances moderate—and 
that one has in a typical protected lead. Although the 
danger of burns will depend partly on how long the fall is, 
it's more important how much friction there is. Even in a 
moderately long fall, if at least some protection holds 
above the belayer, then the amount of rope that runs is 
generally small enough that there is little or no actual 
injury. 

The potential for rope burns is more serious, of course, 
if a protected fall is extremely long, or if the only protec-
tion is level with the belayer rather than above him (so 

Belay practice using a low-friction pulley does not accurately simulate a 
Sitting rather than leader fall with protection. The retarding force a belayer can exert on the 
standing on a narrow weight is too low. This gives practice for the "worst case" of an unprôtect- 
belay ledge may help ed fall with no rock friction—and teaches the value of a good anchor. But it 
to increase friction has often misled climbers to believe that protected leader falls are harder to 
over the lip, stop than they are. 
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the rope turns only 90 degrees), or if there is only the fric-
tion of the rope over a smooth and rounded lip of a belay 
ledge, or if there is no rope friction but the fall is a sliding 
one. And at the extreme where the fall is long and the 
rock is steep and there is little or no rope friction, some 
very serious burns have occurred. 

But even in that last case, we should keep our perspec-
tive: Rope burns do heal—or can be surgically repaired. 
But we can't always say the same about what may be hap-
pening to the leader in such a fall. It is for his sake, not 
the belayer's, that we should avoid the possiblity of ser-
ious, unprotected falls with a body belay. 

It is not, for instance, satisfactory to rely only on gloves 
and heavy clothing to protect the belayer in such falls. 
The problem is that gloves don't improve your grip on the 
rope—and may actually reduce it. In any fall where belay-
er injury is a real threat, it will be because there is so 
little friction that the stopping distance is long—in which 
case there is also a direct threat to the leader. Gloves may 
prevent belayer injuries in that case, but will leave un-
touched the more serious risk of injury to the leader. 

The answer is, of course, to use protection. For many 
reasons a body belay needs the assistance of other sourc-
es of friction in a fall. 

Rope Damage with Mechanical Belays 
Mechanical belaying also has its incidental hazards; and 

they have not been well publicized, perhaps because the 
methods are relatively new. 

I already mentioned that the Munter hitch has been 
found to cause burned rope sheaths in test falls as short 
as four feet! This is a problem for American climbers 
who want to continue to use a rope that has held falls. 
And it should alert us that there may be other, more hid-
den types of damage. We should also be alerted by the 
fact that at least some ropes running through a Sticht 
Plate under full load emit a series of snapping noises that 
sound disturbingly like breaking fibers. 

The UIAA, when it recommended the Munter hitch and 
other mechanical belays, stated they were assuming a 
rope would be retired after one fa1l.13 And they did not 
check whether the methods recommended would compro-
mise those elastic properties they regard as so important. 
They would certainly have done that if they'd meant that 
a rope could be reused after a fall, since it is well known 
that heavy loading of a nylon rope can change its elastic 
properties. (4,5) 

Nor, as far as I know, has any manufacturer of either 
belaying devices or ropes ever said that a rope retains its 
essential qualities after a mechanically belayed fall. 

Nevertheless, American climbers have gone ahead and 
done the experiment of reusing ropes that have held 
mechanically belayed falls. In view of the fact that the 
forces involved are about twice those previously used in 
American belaying, and well within the range any rope  

maker will tell you is hard on a rope (especially because of 
the small-radius turns over a carabiner involved in a 
climbing fall) it was a courageous experiment. But by now 
the results are in—at least for the Sticht Plate, which has 
been widely used here. And it seems we've been lucky: 
There hasn't been a rash of broken ropes from reusing 
them to the extent we do. 

Theoretically, there would seem to be a concern about 
rope damage with a Sticht Plate. But, practically speak-
ing, it must be that ropes are strong enough or that we do 
retire them often enough. Or whatever. 

Sometimes ropes are cut or broken, however. When one 
is, we should look at whether it may have been weakened 
in previous falls. And in doing that—or in deciding 
whether to retire a rope because of falls it has held—it's 
important to keep in mind that the peak stresses a rope 
experiences depend mainly on the belay method and on 
friction rather than on the length or severity of the fall. 

Ti the fall was serious enough that even a few inches of 
rope ran—which will happen even in a rather moderate 
fall—then the forces on the entire length of rope out will 
have reached the same peak levels they would reach in a 
much bigger fall with the same belay method and friction, 
although, of course, a long fall will drag a greater length 
of rope over carabiners and through the belay brake 
under those forces. 

And because friction is determined by the amount of 
protection in place and how the rope runs over the rock 
on a given pitch, in practice it will be chiefly the belay 
method that can make a difference in the forces. In other 
words, friction is often unavoidable, so the size of the 
highest force encountered will depend on the belay 
method used. 

The possibility of rope damage in mechanically belayed 
falls should continue to concern us, even with the Sticht 
Plate, but especially with the other mechanical tech-
niques, where we still have neither tests nor experience 
to tell us it's safe to reuse a rope that has held a fall. In 
any case, nothing I have said here should be taken as sug-
gesting a relaxation of any present rope retirement 
practices. 

Other Hazards 
There are several problems with mechanical belaying 

that are hard to evaluate for lack of information. 

The UIAA, in its report on mechanical methods 
mentions that "certain problems exist" when a Sticht 
Plate belay is attached to a body harness. But more re-
cently a technical director of the UIAA safety commission 
has informed me that it is "not now recommended" to at-
tach a Sticht belay directly to an anchor. 6 Unfortunately, 
in neither case were the reasons spelled out. 

The explanation may be that, in catching a fall with a 
Sticht Plate, one needs to hold the rope with the braking 
hand in a direction opposite to that in which it is being 
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pulled by the fall. But sometimes a belayer is not able to 
hold the rope in the appropriate direction from the plate 
—either because he hasn't worked it out well enough in 
advance or because the direction of pull is not what he 
expected. (7)  

If the plate is attached to a European-style chest har-
ness and the pull is downward, it is awkward at best to 
hold the braking hand in the opposite direction—i.e. above 
the plate—and exert a substantial braking force. This may 
be the unspecified problem that arose with using a Sticht 

7 

While the belayer exerts a braking force, the rope under tension exerts an 
equal and opposite force on him. Its pull is balanced by tension from the 
anchor; but because the anchor line and the rope to the le - 

not in line with each other, there will also be a rotational 
left over that must be countered by the belayer's bracing 

belay attached directly to a harness. If so, then American 
climbers don't have to worry, because it's easier to hold 
your hand above or below a waist attachment point. But 
I'm only guessing. It would be nice if we knew what the 
problem was. 

The problem with attachment to an anchor may be simi-
lar. If a Sticht belay is closely attached to an anchor point 
somewhat above the belayer (as in some published illus-
trations of its use, and as is comfortable for feeding or 
taking up rope) and if the pull is (perhaps unexpectedly) 
downward, then once again the belayer may find it diffi-
cult to brake from above the plate, at least with any force. 

Other mechanical methods, including the Munter hitch, 
have the advantage that the direction in which the brak-
ing hand is held is not critical. So the correct reaction is 
not only more certain to be possible, but is also more in-
stinctive (just grab the rope and hang on). And those 
methods don't require the belayer to make a split-second 
reaction if the direction of pull changes during a fall. 

But there are also problems with the Munter hitch. Ac-
cording to my UIAA source, it has been found that if a 
Munter hitch is used on a D carabiner, the knot may lock 
solid 6  Yet, this hasn't been publicly noted; and a recent 
issue of the UIAA Bulletin even has a cover photo illus-
trating the Munter hitch on a D carabiner. 

It is all somewhat confusing. 

Anchors 
An important concern in using any belay is the belay-

er's anchor. 

In an earlier article, I pointed out that each of the vari-
ous forces (on protection, on the leader, etc.) produced by 
a mechanical belay can be as much as twice the corres- 
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The residual torque is not large; end it is easy to brace against it if one can 
plant one's feet widely or is seated in a convincing depression. But some-
times a belayer is surprised to find he can't resist rotation. When he is 
turned, he has insufficient wrap of the rope around his body and can't apply 
enough braking force. It is mainly this rotation that makes it dangerous to 
be lifted out of a belay stance by an upward force—or even to have part of 
the weight taken off one's feet. 



ponding force that a body belay exerts. (And the Munter 
hitch can exert three times as much.) The force transmit-
ted to the belayer's anchor will be under 1000 lbs. with 
any belay, which may seem a moderate force. Neverthe-
less, it is valuable to have the widest possible safety 
margin for a belay anchor because its loss is so dangerous 
—and because, with either chocks or pitons, there can be 
placements that look good, and yet hold only a few hun-
dred pounds or less. 

The biggest differences in force on the belayer's anchor 
don't come from differences in the braking force of the 
belay, however, but from the fact that the force of a body 
belay always comes first on the belayer's body, so that if 
he has any kind of a natural stance, then only a part of the 
force—or perhaps none at all—is transmitted to his anch-
or. It is always reassuring if an anchor can be regarded as 
a back-up. 

Of course, the same reduction of force on the anchor is 
often possible with a mechanical belay by attaching it to 
the belayer's waist loop. But it may be harder to find a 
stance that will let him absorb very much of the 500 to 
800 lbs. involved. 

In any case, anchoring for a mechanical belay is speci-
ally critical because of the higher force that can arise; and 
it deserves more attention than it has been given. 

On the other side, there are special problems in anchor-
ing for a body belay. The danger is not only the obvious 
one of being lifted or "dumped," but also of being rotated 
by the pull of the rope until there is too little wrap around 
the body for a good belay. 

An important technique has evolved of passing the rope 
from the leader through a carabiner that is clipped to the 
waist loop. This carabiner keeps the belayer from losing  

the rope out from under his hips or up his back, but it 
doesn't prevent rotation. 

As a side effect of being lifted out of position or 
dumped, or if the belayer simply has no way to brace him-
self, he can be rotated as shown in the drawings on page 
24. And the carabiner on the waist loop gives almost no 
resistance to it. 

If a stance is not good enough that a belayer can brace 
against rotation, he should anchor against it as shown. 
Alternatively (if he's wearing a seat sling of some kind) he 
can bring the carabiner through which the rope from the 
leader passes around to the front and clip it to some fixed 
point on his harness, rather than just anywhere on his 
waist loop. This hampers rope handling; but it probably 
provides the best expectation of being able to give a belay 
even if dumped, lifted, or rotated. 

The Literature and Some History 
Modern American belaying began in the forties and 

fifties and owes much to publication of the articles on 
dynamic belaying by Leonard,Wexler, and Siri that are 
reprinted in Belaying the Leader. 5 ) 

Before that time, it was generally assumed that all be-
lays would be static (except it was felt that a belayer 
might "spring" the rope with his arms or legs); whereas, 
since then, American belayers have expected the rope to 
run in a dynamic belay. 

Of course, this didn't make much difference in what 
actually happened with a body belay, since involuntary 
dynamic belays undoubtedly occurred all along. But the 
belayer's belief that a dynamic belay could and would be 
given has been important, because it meant he prepared 
for the rope to run. He laid out the coils of rope so they 

re positive anchoring against rotation can be provided if the climber is 
aring a seat harness (or otherwise improvises one leg loop) and brings 
anchor line around to a fixed attachment point in front, as shown. The 

ist loop, anchor line, and rope to the leader should all be clipped through 
;ingle carabiner where they cross at the belayer's side. 

An alternative to anchoring against rotation is to pass the rope to the leader 
through a carabiner that is clipped to a fixed point in front, so rotation 
won't affect the amount of wrap. With this technique—or with the second 
anchoring technique shown above—it should be possible to give a good 
belay even though pulled out of position. 

It is possible to anchor against rotation. Using a simple waist loop tie-in, it 
eIps to attach the anchor line to he waist loop by a knot rather than a cara- SUMMIT I June-July, 1980 25 
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around the body that resists rotation. 



wouldn't snarl, and no longer did things like belaying be-
hind a horn or rock. In addition, both he and the leader 
were mentally prepared for the rope to run in a hard fall. 

However, as time went on, climbers also saw that 
dynamic belays often did not happen—that the belayer 
froze and gave a static belay he hadn't meant to (in falls 
where it was possible). Believing that a dynamic belay 
had to be intentionally given, they felt this indicated a fal-
lacy in the whole idea of dynamic belaying. They conclud-
ed it was something a belayer couldn't reliably do when 
the chips were down, even if he'd been well trained. 

In all the years since, that's as far as many British and 
European writers (and a few American ones) have gotten. 
They say that "the American dynamic belay" is impracti-
cal or impossible; and they go back to the old assumption 
that a body belay will be static (in spite of the impossibly 
high forces the belayer would have to hold for that to be 
true). It is in this light that we should understand the 
recent introduction of mechanical belaying as if it were a 
means of reducing the forces in a fall. 

A correct synthesis of the problem was first described 
by Robbins, who observed that a "purposeful" dynamic 
belay was impractical, but that whenever a leader really 
needs a dynamic belay, "it will be provided by the rope 
being ripped, willy-nilly, through your hands."8. It's too 
bad he couldn't resist the picturesque language, because 
the result is that he has been quoted as an authority for 
the claim that a dynamic belay is impossible. But that's 
not what the man said at all. 

Edelrid has also correctly described the involuntary 
dynamic belay that occurs with a body belay—and is the 
only European source I know of that has done so.9 

The question of how much a body belayer can hold be-
fore the belay goes dynamic has had various answers, 
most of which are in approximate agreement: 

Siri gave a range of 100 to 560 lbs. for various stances, 
with the lowest figures being for unanchored belays or 
shoulder belays. (5) 

The range I have used of 200 to 300 lbs. is from my own 
rough tests of what can be sustained for several seconds 
while belaying a slowly moving car. This is somewhat be-
low Sin's averages for the best positions; but that's at 
least partly because he used a peak-reading dynamome-
ter. For calculating energy absorption, the relevant figure 
is not the peak force but how much can be sustained as 
the rope slips. In addition, Sin's very highest figures were 
for one particular belayer, who I would judge from my 
own tests must have had an unusual hand strength and 
pain threshold.u0 

Of course, no test can reproduce the motivation of a be-
layer whose partner is taking an unplanned fall, and it 
may be that all our figures are too low. But the same 
would be true of tests of mechanical belays, so that the 
comparisons I have made are still valid. (Sticht Plate ex-
erts twice as much force as a body belay, etc.) 

Penberthy has reported a figure of 325 lbs. for a body 
belay. But once again that is with a peak-reading dyna-
mometer. (11) 

Oetzel and Gardner have published oscilloscope pic-
tures of the retarding force on the leader. These show 
how the rope sticks and slides, producing peaks higher 
than the sustained force. Their forces are again higher 
than mine, even in the troughs between peaks; but they 
did not subtract for the friction of the pulley in their 
system. (12) 

Any dynamic belay sticks and slides, producing at least 
an initial peak. Therefore, in using sustained force figures, 
I have somewhat underestimated all peak forces on lead-
ers, ropes, and protection. However, as before, my 
comparisons between methods should remain valid. 

The one force figure for a body belay not in agreement 
with the others is the 440 to 550 lbs. given by Edeirid for 
a shoulder be1ayl9) Incidentally, a European belayer 
snugly anchored by his chest harness has a sound stanèe 
for a shoulder belay—and might not if he tried to give a 
hip or waist belay. 

For the force- multiplying factor of carabiner friction, I 
have used results of my own rough tests using slow move-
ment but full loads. My figures are lower than those given 
by Sin 5  and equal to or lower than the range obtained by 
AmendaR3) But the lowest figure will be the most con-
servative assumption for the arguments I have made. 

For the braking force of a Sticht Plate belay, my tests 
verify the manufacturer's figure of around 500 lbs. But I 
have relied on UIAA or manufacturers' figures for other 
mechanical methods. 

Conclusion 

There are problems with the body belay that we have 
learned about through experience. 

To escape these problems, we have been trying other 
systems that theoretical calculations tell us will answer 
the problems and give optimal braking forces and stop-
ping distances. But those calculations have been based on 
false assumptions. It is a dangerous situation. 

We have begun to accumulate enough experience with 
mechanical belaying that we should have encountered 
problems, if there are real ones. But the difficulty is that 
they may not be seen as problems caused by the belay, 
unless we know what to look for. 

If I burn my hand giving a body belay, or if it just hurts 
a lot (as it often does), I say, "Damn this belay! There's 
gotta be a better way." But what do I say if I'm using a 
Sticht Plate and my leader pulls a chock and hits the 
ground? Do I make the connection? Or do I say, "It was a 
leader error."? 

And what do I say if a rope or some other equipment 
breaks during a mechanically belayed fall? If the leader 
hits his head, do I get lost in consideration of better hard 
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hats? If he injures his spine, do I talk about harnesses? 
And when the accident report is written up, do they even 
ask me what belay I was using? 

Recently a rope was cut over a not-very-sharp edge in a 
fall, and was the subject of considerable discussion, with 
letters back and forth, before anyone even thought to 
mention that the belay was with a Sticht Plate. (14) 

Experience is the best teacher. But sometimes it takes 
a special kind of listening. 
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Dear Editor: 
There are a couple of questions that 

need answering concerning Ed Leeper's 
article comparing the mechanical versus 
the body belay. As far as the numbers 
go, do they apply to a plate attached to a 
static anchor or the considerably more 
dynamic harness of the belayer? Also it 
seems the operation of the mechanical 
system is affected by not only the type 
of Sticht plate-ring used but also the 
style of Kernmantle rope involved. The 
dynamics of a heavy climber catching a 
smaller leader must be extremely differ-
ent than the reverse. 
Kern Johnson 
Logan, Utah 

Leeper's Answer: 
The numbers were calculated without 

considering the stretch of the belayer's 
harness—or the give of the leader's and 
belayer's bodies. These factors could add 
two or three feet to a fall with any belay 
method, and will tend to reduce still 
further the percentage advantage in 
stopping distance of the mechanical be-
lay—without altering the peak forces in 
those severe falls where the rope runs in 
spite of this little extra give in the sys-
tem. It's somewhat equivalent to a 
change in rope elasticity assumed—
which gives slightly different numbers 
but no change in the overall picture. 

Attaching a mechanical device to the 
belayer's harness does have the advan-
tage that less force may be transmitted 
to the anchor than if the device is direct-
ly attached to it. 
Ed Leeper 
Boulder, Colorado 

Dear Editor: 
One of the most enjoyable aspects of 

climbing is the opportunity to escape 
from the crowded rush of the city. But 
for Tucson climbers, the city has fol-
lowed them out to their favorite climbing 
area. 

For over 20 years, climbers, rappellers, 
and mountain rescue personnel have 
practiced and perfected their skills at 
Campbell Cliff, a 30-foot rock face just 
north of Tucson. Until recently, the cliff 
was thought to be part of the Coronado 
National Forest, but development plans 
indicate that the cliff actually lies just 
outside the National Forest boundary on 
a 3'/o-acre tract. Plans call for an exclus-
ive subdivision which would prohibit all  

forms of public access to the area. 
In response to the threatened closure 

of Campbell Cliff, local climbers and en-
vironmentalists have formed the Camp-
bell Cliff Association, which is dedicated 
to finding a compromise solution that 
would allow for development of the sur-
rounding area, yet maintain public ac-
cess to the Cliff. 

We have heard that similar problems 
with climbing have occurred in the past 
in Seattle, Phoenix, Berkeley, and other 
areas. We would like to hear from people 
who are familiar with these past inci-
dents and might be able to offer some 
helpful suggestions. We would also 
appreciate letters of support from climb-
ers and outdoor organizations. 

With the continued sprawl of urban 
areas, local climbing sites will be increas-
ingly threatened. With the ever-increas-
ing number of climbers, we now have the 
opportunity to organize and present a 
united front against the continued loss of 

Early Winters EarkyWinters 

Brand New I -. 
Outdoor 
Catalog 

FREE 
Take this opportunity to send for 
your free copy of the Early Winters 
catalog of unique outdoor gear. 

The Early Winters Catalog is filled 
with high-quality, unusual outdoor 
equipment that'll lighten your load 
& help make your outdoor trips 
more enjoyable. 
For your big, full-color copy packed 
with thousands of words of descrip-
tive copy & scores of pictures, 
send this handy coupon or write 
today. 

Early Winters,-j;— 1 

110-HS Prefontaine P1. S., Seattle 98104 

I qPlease send me your free color catalog  if unique 

o u tdoor  euipment fitled with new & exciting items, 
most of which simply can't he seen or purchased 
anywhere else. 

I I 

I 



our favorite climbing areas. The alterna-
tive is to do nothing while our boulder-
ing areas become backyards. 

We would be very grateful for help in 
publicizing our efforts. Responses may 
be mailed to the Campbell Cliff Associ-
ation, or to me personally. 
Daniel McCool, Co-Chairman 
2811 E. Geneva P1. 
Tucson, AZ 85716 

OPEN LETTER OF APPEAL 
Dear Fellow Rockcimbers and Friends: 

We, the Rockcimbers of Arizona, are 
experiencing a major dilemma. We are 
faced with the critical prospect of losing 
the most used and most important 
climbing area in central Arizona as a di-
rect result of increased land develop-
ment. For nearly 20 years the 200-foot 
cliffs of "The Boulders," as it is known 
to us, has been the ideal location to edu-
cate fledgling climbers, hone the skills of 
advanced climbers and train mountain 
rescue teams. More significantly, it has 
been a place for all climbers to freely ex-
press the art of their endeavor. Histori-
cally, we have always had relatively un-
limited access to this area, but as time 
pushes on, so do the bulldozers and the 

Free 
Catalog 

California Mountain Company 

is a supplier to mountain rescue 

teams. What our catalog offers 

to climbers is access to 

high quality equipment. 

Our selection of emergency and 

medical gear should be of interest 

to expeditions and self-reliant 

climbing teams. 

The catalog is free, just send 

your name and address to: 

California Mountain Company 
P.O. Box 6602b 

Santa Barbara, CA 93111 

heavy equipment of the developer. For 
nearly 20 years we have enjoyed the geo-
logical quality of this rock and, to date, 
we have not created one deleterious 
effect on the esthetic or ecological values 
of this land area. 

But now we face a new climb, one of 
insurmountable proportions - the evolu-
tion of modern-day land development. 
We have been fenced out, locked out, 
and forced out of "The Boulders" climb-
ing area. Some of our fellow climbers are 
irate, some are frustrated, but all are dis-
appointed. We want "The Boulders" 
back. We realize that is is privately 
owned and likewise, we realize that we 
neither have the corporate power nor 
monies to sway or influence land devel-
opment practices. Howév'èr, the one 
strength and richness that rockcimbers 
do possess is the strength and richness 
of their words. It is here where we, as 
your fellow climbers, ask for your gener-
osity and wealth of words by an expres-
sion of your feelings. If, in your heart, 
you feel the tug of our rope, then please 
write us a line, a note, or letter expres-
sing your viewpoints, ideas, comments 
and/or suggestions. 

We are truly interested in working 
with the developer and not against him 
in our efforts to resolve this issue. We 
are presently drafting a proposal which, 
if accepted, would set aside "The 
Boulders" area as a special use park 
under governmental jurisdiction. Your 
letters and comments will be an integral 
part of our proposal. Please, please re-
spond as quickly as possible. 

For nearly 20 years of climbing at 
"The Boulders," the only lasting trace of 
our presence has been our footprints on 
the trails. Last month, we had nearly 90 
established climbing routes at "The 
Boulders." Today, we have none. 

Please help us, we need your support. 
Brayton P. Willis 
Caryl Parker 
"The Boulders" Committee 
4736 N. 14th St., Phoeniz, AZ 85014 

P.O. Box 159 
Elmer City, WA 99124 

40100A 
(509) 633-0130 

Mountain Services 
is a new retailer 

of mountaineering equipment. 
We offer such names as 

SMC, Forrest,MSR & many more. 
Since we sell on a mail order basis 

we offer the 
lowest possible prices. 

Please send for 
a copy of our new spring catalog. 

Nepal —Expedition 20,000 
Nov 12 - Dec 20, 1980 
Nov 17- Dec 15, 1981 

30-day Himalayan trek and climb of two 
20,000-foot peaks near Tibetan border and 

Everest. 

Mountains of Ecuador 
Nov 28 - Dec 17, 1980 
Nov 27 - Dec 16, 1981 

Ascents of three 20,000-foot equatorial 
volcanoes—including Cotopaxi, world's 

highest active volcano. 

S 
Aconcagua Expedition 

February, 1981 
Expedition to highest peak in the Western 

Hemisphere—Avoncagua (23,034). 

, 
Kilimanjaro/ 

Mt. Kenya Climbs 
Feb 13 - Mor 9, 1981 
June 9 - ]uls 6, 1981 
Sep 3 - Sep 27, 1981 

Opportunity for climbing on Africa's two 
highest peaks. 

Ascent of McKinley 
Travetse—Ma-s 22 - June 15, 1981 

West Buttress—June 19 - JuLy 12, 1981 
Climb North America's highest 

peak—McKinley (20,320'). Summit 
traverse or West Buttress route. 

S 
Huascaran—Cordillera 

Blanca Expedition 
July 3 - Juls' 24, 1981 

Ascent of Huascaran (22,334'), Peru's 
highest peak, plus two other 20,000-foot 

Andean giants. 

100 expeditions and outings on 5 continents 
for climbers, bikers and adventurers. Write 
for 56-page International Catalog and/or 

24-page North American Catalog. 

(Include $1 Jor postage for each). 

1398-S Solano Avenue 
Albany, CA. 94706 

(415) 527-8100 

Name 

Street 
I 

C___________ ity State______ Zip 
- —  — — — — — — — 
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E3ook Reviews 
SNOW by Ruth Kirk. 1978. William 
Morrow & Co., 320 pp. Hardback, 
$12.50. Now (1980) in Paperback, $5.95. 

No, this is not the latest in disaster 
flicks. As a matter of fact, it's not a 
movie at all. This is the first compre-
hensive book on the topic of snow. 
That's right. . . the fluffy, white stuff on 
the mountain tops. 

Sure, you've just read Chouinard's 
Climbing Ice and you can piolet ramasse-
pied en canard without falling on your 
derriere. But have you noticed the Mes-
enchytraeus in that glacial ice or do you 
know that you better not ski on vyduv? 
And, no, vyduv is not a Russian klister. 

At one time or another over 53% of 
the northern hemisphere is covered by 
snow; yet, few people, even those that 
work and play in the stuff, know much 
about its natural history. Why this pauc-
ity of information? Perhaps ecologist 
William Pruitt summarizes it best: "If 
snowflakes were rare objects, genera- 

tions of graduate students would doubt-
less have received degrees for research 
into the properties and potential uses of 
snow. The very abundance of snow 
seems to have suppressed its study." 

But fret no more. Kirk's book is sim-
ply terrific in filling this gap. She covers 
the role of snow in the biosphere, arctic 
and antarctic exploration, blizzards and 
avalanches, sled dogs and reindeer, and 
the history of skiing. Included are num-
erous tidbits of facinating trivia; for ex-
ample, during the '76-77 blizzards that 
swept along the eastern U.S., hookers 
lost much of their business due to road 
closures. They finally had to resort to 
stalled car service. You also learn that 
Greenland was greener than today, back 
in the year 982 when Eric the Red landed 
there; and Hatinibal lost over 18,000 
men due to the "white death." 

As is true with any book that at-
tempts to treat every aspect of a com-
plex subject, certain topics receive curso-
ry attention. However, Kirk has done an 
admirable job in giving us an in depth 
overview of the current state of the  

knowledge concerning snow. Additional-
ly, her excellent bibliography will allow 
readers to fruther delve into their partic-
ular area of interest. Black and white 
photos range from historic shots of 
weather bureau snow surveyors to ma-
caques sitting on snowballs. 

Now that this volume is available in 
paperback at a much more affordable 
price, anyone who loves or hates snow 
will enjoy this book. Makes especially 
good reading in the dead of summer. 

Reviewed by Stewart Aitchison 

CLIMBING AND HIKING IN THE 
WIND RIVER MOUNTAINS by Joe 
Kelsey. Published by Sierra Club Books. 
400 pages. 4-1/2 x 6-1/8, bound in Lexo-
tone with rounded corners. 14 B&W 
photos, 21 maps, 6 diagrams. $8.95 
paper. 

Each of the more than 650 trail de-
scriptions mapped in this comprehensive 
book includes mileage information and 
difficulty ratings; knowledgeable expla-
nations of the geology of the range, seas-
ons, and weather provide a fascinating 
overview. The author also gives sugges-
tions for equipment and gear, and 
cautionary words on the care and man-
agement of the wilderness. 

SUPPORT THE 1980 AMERICAN 
WOM ENS CLIMB ON DHAULAGIRI 

Buy a T-shirt in yellow or beige. S M L XL 
Men's T-shirt or Women's French-cut $10.00 

Postage $1.00 per shirt 
Make check payable and send to: AWED 
P.O. Box 1857, Boulder, Colorado 80306 

WRITE FOR INFORMATION ON TREKS. 

THE TE 

ROBERTSON/ROBBINS harnesses 
I / represent a new level of 

functional design and quality 

I I construction. Sit-harnesses in 

n which the climber's weight is 
supported at the thighs and 

I I I seat, rather than exclusively at 

fl 
Li II the waist, are a real advance 

in comfort and safety. They 
should be light, simple and 

fl fl easy to use, with a high tie-in 

Li Li point to keep the climber 
upright. ROBERTSON/ROBBINS 

n 

harnesses are all this and more. 
No question, these are the best 

I] value in climbing harnesses 
today. 

MOUNTAINGEAR 
BOX 4536 MODESTO CA 95 

I I 
J 

FEATHERLIGHTc mpchair.  
Gives full be k suppo t, folds up 

flat S:meweightasal6oz 

FREEFORM 

I 

1539 Monrovia Ave 
Unit 23 

/ N wport Beach, / Cal if. 92663 

/ D
ealer 
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Mount 

St. HeLens 
continued from page 3 

Photos on this page by 
Bonnie Reagan show pum-
ice from Mt. St. Helens 
floating on the surface of 
Riffe Reservoir, 17 miles 
north of the mountain. 
This pumice was probably 
blown 10 miles to tributary 
streams and then washed 
into the reservoir. It looks 
like the pumice one walked 
over ascending from the 
timberline parking lot. 
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Women Climbers to Meet in Tetons 

The American Women's Himalayan Expeditions climb-
ing meet will be held in Grand Teton National Park from 
August 17 to 23. The week will offer experienced climbers 
the opportunity to meet one another, climb together, and 
explore the possibilities for climbing ventures. Slide 
shows and a mountain rescue seminar will be included. 
Lodging will be at the AAC Grand Teton Climbers' 
Ranch. 

Leavenworth-Index Guide 
Don Brooks is currently revising the Leavenworth-

Index Guide. Darrington and other areas will be included. 
Anyone with information, suggestions, corrections, etc. 
can contact him at 327 N.E. 95th, Seattle, WA 98115. 

Mountaineering Seminar 
An intensive three-day seminar dealing with objective 

dangers concerning mountains, snow and ice will be held 
in Boston, Massachusetts November 21-23, 1980. The em-
phasis will be on mountaineering natural hazards at high 
elevations and will include medical problems associated 
with high altitudes. 

Among the lecturers who will present topics are Irene 
Beardsley, Yvon Chouinard, Dr. Charles Houston, Peter 
Lev, Dr. E. R. LaChapelle, Jeff Lowe, Rod Newcomb, 
Andre Roch, Rick Wilcox, Jr., Dr. William St. Laurence, 
Dr. Bradford Washburn and Jed Williamson. Special 
guests will be Bob Bates and Terris Moore. 

For further information on this Mountaineering/High 
Altitude Natural Hazards Seminar, write to Jed William-
son, Nottingham Square, Nottingham, N.H. 03290. 

Himalaya Traversed on Cross-Country Skis 
A fast and light American Expedition of veteran ski- 

mountaineers recently completed a 285-mile traverse of 

GIBBS 
ASCENDERS 

Each Ascender is tested 
to 1000 pounds. Its smooth 

rounded teeth produce 
little or no rope damage. 

Especially applicable to 
equipment haulage, group 

ascents, fixed rope and 
rescue operations. Operates 

on icy or muddy ropes. 

- 

Climbing School 
Director: Paul Ross 

INlERNkflONcL 
NOUN1MN 
IEQVllNENi INC. 

The finest in U.S. and European equipment  

U.S. Stockists of the Joe Brown Hard Hat, 
Clog, Karrimor, Troll Mt. Equipment,  

Berghaus Packs, Terrordactyls & Simond. 

Box 494, Main Street, North Conway, 
New Hampshire, U.S.A. Tel. 603-356-5287 

FREE RETAIL CATALOGUE 

Copper 
20~-  Belt.Rivets? 
Yes, we use no other kind. This sort of 
quality handmade production has made our 
crampon straps known worldwide. Our no-
time limit guarantee assures your satisfac-
tion, and our prices are postpaid. 

BECK OUTDOOR PROJECTS 
4025 State St., #54 

Santa Barbara, California 93110 USA 

GIBBS PRODUCTS 
ON ASC E 
20% DISC 

N  DE
OUNT  

RS 202 E. HAMPTON AVENUE I WITH ORDERS OF SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84111 I $50.000R MORE 
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the highest region on earth: the Karakoram Himalaya of 
Pakistan. Beginning in late March, Dan Asay, Ned 
Gillette, Kim Schmitz, and leader, Galen Rowell, spent 42 
days carrying loads up to 120 pounds at elevations where 
nordic skis have never been used before. Four of the long-
est glaciers outside the sub-polar latitudes lie almost end 
to end, creating a natural line for a high-altitude traverse 
unequalled anywhere on earth. To connect the longest 
glacier—the 47-mile Siachen—with the famous basin of the 
Baltoro Glacier, the party had to traverse the west face of 
Mount Sia Kangri at 22,500 feet, traveling almost entirely 
on skis, except for occasional rappels from ice seracs. 

Porters were used only to get the skiers to the snow-
line. No other expedition in history had traveled unsup-
ported on these great glaciers, which had only been 
crossed during the summer months. One food cache was 
placed midway in the village of Askole, the only inhabited 
place on the journey. The final traverse of the Biafo and 
Hispar Glaciers, ending in the fabled Kingdom of Hunza, 
was completed in just 81/2  days. 

Each of the members agreed that the trip was physical-
ly the hardest of his life, demanding more effort with less 
support and rest than an ascent of a great peak. Without 
good health and luck with the weather, the journey would 
certainly have failed. Contrary to news reports in 
America, the expedition had a friendly reception in Paki-
stan from both the government and the people. With tour-
ism at a low ebb because of world affairs, it was an ideal 
time for travel. —Galen Rowell  

Coincidental Accidents on Mt. Timpanogos 
One of the most coincidental accidents that has ever 

taken place occurred on Mt. Timpanogos in the Wasatch 
Range of Utah on June 8 and 9. The 11,750-foot summit of 
Mt. Timpanogos (Tim-pa-no-gus) is ascended by hundreds 
of hikers and climbers each year, but due to the above 
average snowfall this year there were some unexpected 
hazards. 

Monday, June 9, 26-year-old Richard Weaver and his 
brother Roger of Orem, Utah, started to climb the moun-
tai.n in an attempt to locate Dr. Richard Lambert who had 
left on Sunday, June 8, tb make a solo ascent of Mt. 
Timpanogos and had not returned. At about 11:00 A.M. 
the two brothers were glissading a snowfield at about the 
7500-foot elevation. As they slid around a curve in the 
snow, they found themselves sliding towards a partly con-
cealed moat. Neither of the two had an ice axe with which 
to arrest their uncontrolled slide. Roger was able to stop 
by grabbing some vegetation near the edge of the snow-
field, but his brother Richard fell to the bottom of the 
18-meter moat. 

Roger went for help. A short time later a rescue team 
reached the accident site. A rescue team member, clothed 
in a wet suit, was lowered into the cavern-type moat. The 
body was found quickly and hauled to the surface. From 
there it was flown to the bottom of the mountain for posi-
tive identification. Positive identification was made, but it 
was not the body of Richard Weaver. Instead they had 
found Dr. Richard Lambert. So back to the moat they 
went. Richard Weaver's body was quickly found. 

—Douglas S. Hansen, I.M.A. 

This spectacular photograph 
of the major eruption of Mount 
St. Helens, Washington, on 
May 18, 1980 was taken from the 
air by Tom Pangborn. An 
enlargement of this photograph, 
lithographed in full color on 
good quality paper (14 x 17 
inches), and suitable for 
framing, is available from 
SUMMIT, Box 1889, 
Big Bear Lake, California 92315 
for $5, postpaid. A sample of 
the volcanic ash will be 
included with orders received 
by September 15,1980. 
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BOOT REPAIR 

BOOT REPAIR—E.B.'s to double boots. Special 
jobs no problem. Approximately one week shop 
time. WHEELER BOOT, 336 N. Warren, Bishop, 
CA 93514. 714-873-7520.- 

EQUIPMENT 

CUSTOM MADE BOOTS from plaster casts 
made of your feet. Removable orthotics. Triple-
stitched Norwegian welt. Traditional Tyrolean 
craftsmanship. Northwest Orthopedic Shoes, 
POB 472, Mukilteo, WA 98275 (206) 355-2088. 

TECHNICAL CLIMBING EQUIPMENT and 
more. Low Prices, fast shipping, free price list. 
Write: I.M.A. Dept. 5, 290 North State Road, 
Lindon, Utah 84062. 

CLIMBING EQUIPMENT, ETC. Subtstantial 
savings, brand names. Write for free price list, 
discount coupon. GP Mountain Supply, Rt. 1, 
Box 95A, New Lenox, IL 60451. 

MOUNTAINEERING ADVENTURES 

SKI THE HIGH LEVEL ROUTE across the 
Alps. Departure for spring of 1981. Descriptive 
pamphlet available. Write: A.G.L. School of 
Climbing, 2206 No. Alder, Tacoma, WA 98406. 

GUIDED CLIMBS & EXPEDITIONS 

Guided climbs and instructions on MT. McKIN-
LEY, MT. FORAKER, and other Alaska Moun-
tains. MOUNTAIN TRIP, Rt. 2, Box 526, 
Kasilof, Alaska 99610)907) 262-4823. 

MT. McKINLEY EXPEDITIONS—Climb with 
experienced professional McKinley guides. For 
brochure write: Rainier Mountaineering, Inc., 201 
St. Helens, Tacoma, WA 98402. 

TRAVEL EXPLORATIONS - All details of your 
expedition/trek professionally arranged. Custom 
Itineraries. All destinations. Write: Box 17641-S, 
Denver, Colorado 80217. 

TROPICAL ICE (MOUNTAIN GUIDES). P.O. 
Box 57341, Nairobi, Kenya. Technical guiding 
and trekking on Kenyan mountains. Plus special 
low-cost 21-day DISCOVER AFRICA program 
which includes Mount Kenya, Lake Nakuru, 
Hell's Gate Gorge, trekking in big-game country 
near Mara Game Reserve, Mombasa and Kenya 
coast. Write to lain Allan for details. ------------ 
Genet Expeditions will continue with Fantasy 
Ridge Guides "TO THE SUMMIT" of Mt. 
McKinley. Now accepting applications for 1980 
May and June climbs. Genet Exeditions, Tal-
keetna, Alaska 99676. -------------- 
Brede and Geoff Arkless, British Mountain 
guides, M.I.C. Instructors - INVITE YOU TO 
JOIN THEIR COURSES when in Europe, in 
Snowdonia Scotland (winter), Western Alps (sum-
mer). From $120 per week. Write Arkless, Buarth, 
Deiniolen, Gwynedd, Nth Wales, Great Britain. 

MOUNTAINEERING LITERATURE, FILMS 

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF COLORADO MOUN-
TAIN ASCENTS, 1863-1976. A bibliographical 
index to 600 Colorado mountains compiled from 
seventeen major mountaineering journals and 
magazines. Informational with 3,100 title listings. 
Valuable reference for mountaineers. Paperbound, 
258 pages, $6.95 plus 95 cents postage/handling. 
Colorado residents add 5% sales tax, Joseph 
Kramarsic, Box 1342, Dillon, Colorado 80435. 

SELECTED CLIMBS IN ROCKY NATIONAL 
PARK. Technical climbing guidebook now avail-
able. Send $3.95 to: Guides, 2464 - 20th St., 
Boulder, Cob. 80302. Dealer inquiries invited. 

FREE CLIMB: The Northwest Face of Half 
Dome. A spectacular new film. Jim Erickson and 
Art Higbee climbing, pushing the limits (5.11). 
Directed by Bob Godfrey. Narrator ROBERT 
REDFORD. Cameramen Tom Frost and Greg 
Lowe. 50 minutes. 16 mm color/sound. Rent or 
purchase from ALPINE FILMS, Dept. 5, P.O. 
Box 1763, Boulder, CO 80306. Write for free 
brochure. 

Complete unbound sets of 1978 & 1979 issues of 
SUMMIT, $9.00, postpaid for each year. Send 
check or money order to SUMMIT, P.O.B. 1889, 
Big Bear Lake, California 92315. 

GUIDE - Mississippi Palisades, Illinois, $1.50 pp. 
Kolocotronis, 7226 Rt. 212, Saugerites, N.Y. 

ROCK & ICE CLIMBING COURSES 

A.G.L. SCHOOL OF CLIMBING: Comprehen-
sive instruction in the crafts of mountaineering, 
technical rock and ice. Winter, spring and sum-
mer climbing & winter ski mountaineering and ice 
climbing trips to Canada, Scotland and Europe. 
Brochure: AGLSC, 2206 N. Alder St., Tacoma, 
WA 98406. 

RAINIER MOUNTAINEERING INCORPOR-
ATED—The most complete snow and ice climb-
ing school in the United States offers climbing 
seminars and summit climbs. For brochure, write 
to RMI, 201 St. Helens, Tacoma, WA 98402. 

ROCK AND ICE CLIMBING CLASSES. Begin-
ner or intermediate. Learn to climb on the top 
quality granite and ice (in season) of the White 
Mountains. We have the most experienced in-
structors in the East. Inquire: Paul Ross, Inter-
national Mountain Climbing School, Main Street, 
Box 494, North Conway, New Hampshire 03860. 
(603) 356-5287. 

ROCK CLIMBING instruction and guided 
climbs, novice-expert, June-September, Rocky 
Mnt. Nat'l. Park. Himalayan Expeditions, Sept.-
Nov. $1 to: Fantasy Ridge Mnt. Guides, P.O. 
Box 2106, Estes Park, Colorado 80517. 

CLIMB COLORADO. Classic rock climbing and 
mountaineering in Eldorado Canyon and the 
Rocky Mountains. Enjoy expert instruction from 
professionally qualified European Guides. Free 
Brochure. Colorado Mountain Centre, P.O. Box 
914, Boulder, CO 80306. (303) 449-0914. 

SUMMIT OrOer Fornn 

Please enter my subscription to SUMMIT for: 

El One year, $9.00 El Two Years, $15.00 

El New El Renewal 

Name 

Street 

City State or Province Zip 

Send check or money order to: 

SUMMIT, a mountaineering magazine 

P.O. Box 1889, Big Bear Lake, California 92315 
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your feet deserve the Best! 
and FABIANO BOOTS stand at the TOP !.. 

how's this for a SECOND OPINION? 
• - . the prestigious BACKPACKER 

MAGAZINE confirms what we and 
our customers have always known. 

the 1980 Feb./March issue of 
BACKPACKER published 
the results of their in-depth 
evaluation of some of the 

• most widely distributed 
• boots in America... 
• and they show: • 
• No. 1 in Quality... • 
• No. 1 in Value... 

FABIANO - No. 1 in Fit, 
Function and Durability... 

survey based on the We ye always been proud of our BOOTS... NICOLE No. 366 

There is NO better Boot, NO better 
Value than the conquerors of some of 10 the most Rugged terrain and Toughest 
Mountains In the World... . :. •.. . 

The BACKPACKER survey, plus the hundreds 
of unsolicited testimonials we receive each year, 
prove it! 

No. 366 

SEND 50' FOR ILLUSTRATED HIKING & MOUNTAINEERING BOOT BROCHURE: 

FabianD sm co., inc, 
DEPT. A-2, 850 SUMMER ST., SO. BOSTON, MA. 02127 

(WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR STATEMENTS OR ADVERTISING NOT OUR OWN) 
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